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Property Exit Sensor
What is it?
The property exit sensor is designed to monitor the safety 
of people with cognitive impairments who may be prone to 
leaving their homes for extended periods at inappropriate 
times of the day or night, putting themselves at risk.

Who is it for?
The property exit sensor can be used to provide flexible 
solutions for independent living, whether in sheltered 
accommodation or individual dwellings. The system has 
many benefits, including helping people living with dementia 
to live safely and independently in the community. It allows 
appropriate action to be taken as quickly as possible to 
ensure the user is returned to a safe environment. It can 
also help to alleviate the emotional and physical stress 
of caring for someone who may leave their home and be 
unable to return unassisted.

How does it work?
The property exit sensor is located above the door and 
comprises a PIR (Passive Infrared) movement detector, 
door contacts and a Telecare Interface Module which 
together detect if someone has walked out of the door and 
not returned. The alarm can be set to activate for certain 
periods of the day, and will raise an alarm to either a carer 
(pager) or the monitoring centre (Lifeline unit). 

A call will also be raised if the monitored door has been 
left open for a specified period of time to ensure building 
security and client safety. 

The property exit sensor can also be used in conjunction 
with optional lighting controllers in order to turn on an 
outside light to help reduce the risk of falling.

Features
 Transmits on the dedicated European 869MHz social alarm 

frequency for reliable, future proofed operation 
 Wireless radio technology for flexible installations
 Automatic low battery warning ensuring optimum operation 

at all times
 Optional lighting control function to turn on an outside light in 

order to help prevent the risk of falling

Benefits
 Allows the main carer to override pre-set timings, 

avoiding unnecessary recurring calls to the response 
centre when visiting a client during times when the 
sensor is active

 Flexible monitoring times that meet individuals’ needs
 Automatic alarm function if a door is left open 

-ensuring user safety at all times

Why Argenti?
We focus on using the latest digital and mobile technology 
to enable people to feel safe, secure and independent, 
giving them the freedom to live the life they choose. Our 
service is already benefiting over 18,000 customers across 
the South East.

https://argenti.co.uk/contact/

